
Supplies: 
•  8.5x11 cardstock 
•  party hats 
• scissors,  hole punch & tape 
• google eyes, glitter glue & white out 
 

Note: construction paper is not sturdy 
enough. 

Super Cute Dragon Hat 
Design by C. Cudaback 

Cynthia.cudaback@gmail.com 

These dragon heads have a top and 
two sides, plus decorative ear flaps. 



 
In the cutting diagram below, note that the upper part of the dragon’s snout, in 
profile (A), has a similar curve to the wedge that will become the top of his head (B). 
For right handed people, it is easer to cut out the dragon right-facing. 

Fold in paper This mark goes where the nostril turns up 

B: top 
 of head 

A: profile of face 

The teeth are colored with 
whiteout, and the google eyes 
are ½” diameter. Nostrils and 
decorations are glitter glue. 

Fold one piece of 
cardstock in half, 
crosswise. 
 
Cut one of piece B on fold. 

Cut two of piece A. 



2. Bend the front part of B downward so that it becomes the front of the snout, and 
tape in place. 

3.  Extend the wide part of  B along the line defined by the top of the snout A. The 
edge of  B gets taped to A just below the bulge of the eye 

Taping order 

1. Behind nostril 

2. Front of snout 

3. Below eye  

A: profile of face 

B: top 
 of head 

A: profile of face 

B: top 
 of head 

1.  Line up the mark on the B with 
the spot on A where the nostril 
turns upward. Tape A to B from 
the nostril back an inch or so. 

Taping the head is a little tricky, 
but you can do the first part 
with the pieces lying flat. 
 
The inside of what will be the 
right side of the face is shown. 
 



Attach the dragon head to a party 
hat just in front of the holes for the 
chinstrap.  Metal fasteners add 
strength. 
 
 Tape the center of piece B to the hat 
for stability. 
 
Add ear flaps last for style. 


